Summary: WebSIDD is a web-based service designed to predict locations and extents of stress-induced duplex destabilization (SIDD) that occur in a double-stranded DNA molecule of specified base sequence, on which a specified level of superhelical stress is imposed. The algorithm calculates the approximate equilibrium statistical mechanical distribution of a population of identical molecules among its accessible states. The user inputs the DNA sequence, and the program outputs the calculated transition probability and destabilization energy of each base pair in the sequence. As options, the user can specify the temperature and the level of superhelicity. The values of all structural and energy parameters used in the calculation have been experimentally measured. WebSIDD should prove useful for finding SIDD-susceptible sites in genomic sequences, and correlating their occurrence with locations involved in regulatory and pathological processes. This strategy already has illuminated the roles of SIDD in diverse biological regulatory processes, including transcriptional initiation and termination, and the eukaryotic nuclear scaffold attachments that partition chromosomes into domains.
INTRODUCTION
DNA is constrained into topological domains in vivo, typically several kilobases in length, consisting either of a circular molecule or of closed loops within chromosomes that are formed by periodic attachments of the chromatin fiber to the nuclear matrix (Alberts et al., 2002) . The topological constraint on a closed-loop domain is precisely equivalent to that on a circular molecule; in both cases the linking number Lk is fixed.
This value of Lk may be changed by processes involving transient strand breakage and religation. In this way Lk can be changed from its relaxed value Lk o , which imposes a linking difference α = Lk -Lk o (also called DNA superhelicity) on the domain. DNA superhelicity is closely regulated in vivo by enzymatic and other processes. It can drive the formation of locally unpaired regions at defined sites within DNA molecules (Kowalski et al., 1988) , which commonly occur at specific regulatory regions.
The initiation of replication in both prokaryotes and yeast has been shown to require the presence at a precise position of a site that is susceptible to superhelical strand separation (Kowalski and Eddy, 1989; Huang and Kowalski, 1993) . When the base sequence of this site is altered, replication occurs in vivo only if the susceptibility to stress-induced denaturation at the correct position is retained. SIDD sites have also been shown to occur at chromosomal attachment regions (Benham et al., 1997) . These attachments are known to augment transcription, and to form barriers between independently regulated domains.
Stress-induced DNA duplex destabilization also has been shown to be involved in transcriptional regulation. The ilvp G promoter of E. coli is activated by an IHF bindinginduced transmission of destabilization from the binding site to the -10 region of the promoter (Sheridan et al., 1998) . Sites susceptible to DNA duplex destabilization also occur at binding sites for other molecules such as transcription factors and other regulators. In several cases the regulatory proteins require locally denatured DNA to bind (Rothman-Dees et al., 1998) .
Here, we present WebSIDD, a publicly available online tool that calculates the stressinduced DNA duplex destabilization (SIDD) properties of a user-specified DNA sequence, on which a standard level of negative superhelicity has been imposed. The algorithm is based on a statistical mechanical SIDD analysis procedure that has been presented elsewhere (Benham, 1992; Benham and Bi, 2004) . All thermodynamic parameter values used in WebSIDD are taken from experimental measurements; there are no free parameters. Yet it makes quantitatively accurate predictions of the locations and extents of separation as functions of imposed superhelicity. This makes the WebSIDD algorithm useful for finding SIDD sites in other molecules, on which experiments have not been performed.
WebSIDD uses an approximate approach that finds all states whose free energies do not exceed a specified threshold. The free energy associated to each state is comprised of three terms: the base pair-specific energy of strand separation, the torsional energy for rotation of the single strands within denatured regions, and the residual supercoiling free energy. The separation energy can be assigned by the user to be either copolymeric, assigning energy value to every AT and a different value to every GC base pair, or to include near neighbor effects. Near neighbor energetics assigns entropies and enthalpies to each of the ten different neighbor types, as measured by Klump (Steger, 1994) . More low energy states are found, and thus more time is required, if near neighbor energetics are chosen. The results are quite similar in both cases (Benham and Bi, 2004) .
WebSIDD calculates two properties each base pair in the sequence -its transition probability p(x) and its destabilized energy G(x). Examples are shown in Figure 1 . G(x) corresponds to the incremental free energy needed to force the base pair at position x always to be open. It is the more useful parameter, because it also finds sites that are fractionally destabilized. That is, the energy needed to open such a site is reduced by superhelicity, but not to the point where it opens with high probability, as occurs at the right-most site in the example. Fractionally destabilization can be biologically important, as it may render a site susceptible to opening by some other process, such as protein binding.
WebSIDD OPTIONS
The WebSIDD program has a simple HTML interface. Four samples are provided in order to give new users a quick view of how SIDD profiles are calculated. A detailed description of how to use the web software is also available online. The user can either type in or copy-and-paste the DNA sequence to be analyzed. A size limit of 10 kbp is imposed. The legal character set is A, C, G, T (case insensitive), and 0-9. So only completely sequenced regions should be analyzed, but the line numbers need not be stripped out. Output names are generated that correspond to the user-specified sequence name. A circular DNA is assumed. If a linear DNA is specified, the program will add 50 G/C to the end and then handle it the same way as a circular molecule. The default values of temperature and salt concentration are 37°C (310 K) and 0.01 M respectively, as these are the environmental conditions used in the mung bean nuclease digestion procedure by which stress-induced strand opening is most accurately assessed in vitro (Kowalski et al., 1988) . The default stress level is superhelix density σ = α/Lk 0 = -0.05, which corresponds to a midrange superhelicity found in plasmids extracted from bacteria. The other required energy parameters are assigned their experimentally measured values. These are the supercoiling free energy K, the torsional stiffness C of interstrand winding within separated regions, and the nucleation free energy a. The temperature dependencies of all free energy parameters are known, enabling calculations at different temperatures to be performed (Steger 1994, Bauer and Benham, 1993) . Two other parameters used in the calculation are the threshold energy θ for inclusion of a state, and the maximum length This strategy has been successfully employed in several investigations to date. However, it is not the purpose of WebSIDD to quantitatively accurately mimic in vivo conditions. These are not well understood at present, and are likely to be much more complex than are the assumptions of the present calculations.
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This work was supported in part by grants DBI 99-04549 from the National Science Foundation, and RO1-HG01973 from the National Institutes of Health, and by additional support from the Diversa Corporation. are shown for pBR322 DNA sequence, as calculated by WebSIDD using near neighbor energetics. These results are in quantitatively precise agreement with experimental measurement (Kowalski et al., 1988) . The energy profile is more informative than the probability profile, as it shows that destabilization is confined to specific sites, with most of the DNA sequence remaining virtually as stable as in an unstressed molecule. The SIDD sites are the terminator (left arrow) and the promoter (right arrow) of the β-lactamase gene. 
